
Italian Prodigy Jewelry Brand CITIMI Adds
Florence, Milan and Monte Carlo to Its Unique
Range of Cityscape Jewelry

4 New Cityscape Rings by CITIMI: Milan,
Monte Carlo, Florence and St. Petersburg

Spectacular landmarks of 4 new cities were turned
into 3D cityscape rings, skyline bracelets and
necklaces with truly unusual level of detalization and
passion.

MILAN, ITALY, July 10, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
The bold lines and intricate nature of a city
landscape holds a certain beauty, one that provides
unlimited inspiration for inquisitive, wanderlust
thinkers. CITIMI is the brainchild of new, undergrad
fashion talent with a similar mind, offering an original
jewelry range of rings and necklaces that capture the
wonder of 26 urban cities in unique, powerful but
delicately detailed architectural designs. CITIMI is on
the route to become the new fashion darling, with
features in latest Vogue, GQ, Conde Nast Traveller
and Glamour, eager to jump on the rising trend of
cityscape rings.

While architectural jewelry conjures up a specific
image in the mind of seasoned fashionistas, the new
CITIMI range, designed by Natalia Gagulina,
redefines this aesthetic. Taking the term literally, the
fantastic forms of landmarks across the globe such
as the London eye, La Sagrada Familia and the
Sydney Opera House are cast alongside their city’s
skyline neighbours, offering a new, beautiful take on structural jewelry.

Natalia Gagulina, CEO and designer at CITIMI revealed, “I am lucky to have lived in a wide range of
wonderful places ranging from snowy Moscow, where I was born, and all the way through to Milan,
where I studied. Each of these places has touched my soul, and the aim of my range was to connect
with this, while also making these experiences available for more people to enjoy. Each new
destination I travel to spawns a new collection, and so it continues to grow alongside my personal
journey!”

Although the diverse CITIMI range comprises of 26 vibrant cities that cover all corners of the globe,
the Moscow ring and necklace were the first ever pieces created by Natalia, paying homage to her
Russian origins. 

Fashion fans in search of contemporary, customised style can choose from the remaining city forms
to also adorn themselves with a similar sense of personalisation. With ‘must-visit’ destinations such
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London, Chicago and Las Vegas Cityscape Rings by
CITIMI

Houston cityscape bracelet by CITIMI

as Las Vegas, Paris, Barcelona and
Prague all meticulously captured and
cast in high-quality sterling silver and
gold, the collection of cities continues to
develop as Natalia explores new urban
landmarks. 

Now, after a few months of careful
research, 4 new cities appeared: Milan
and Florence Cityscape from Italy, St.
Petersburg, Russia and lux Monte Carlo
from Monaco. The level of detalization is
the one only seen in couture collections
whole price level still remains accessible
for most. Next steps - US cities, voted the
most wanted by CITIMI fans: Seattle and
Austin, as well as Tokyo and Edinburg to
continue the brand's worldwide
exploration.

CITIMI offers premium jewelry designs
for the globe-hopping generation. To view
the full range, visit
https://www.citimijewelry.com
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